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Computational Geometry of Contour Extraction∗
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Abstract

We present a method for extracting contours from dig-
ital images using techniques from computational geom-
etry. Our approach is different from traditional pixel-
based methods in image processing. Instead of working
directly with pixels, we extract a set of oriented feature
points from the input digital images, then apply classi-
cal geometric techniques such as clustering, linking, and
simplification to find contours among these points. Ex-
periments on synthetic and natural images show that
our method can effectively extract contours even from
images with considerable noise; moreover the extracted
contours have a very compact representation.

1 Introduction

Contours are the boundary lines of geometric shapes
within digital images; see Figure 1. Since the identifica-
tion of contours is crucial for analyzing the contents of
an image, contour extraction is one of the most impor-
tant problems in computer vision and pattern recogni-
tion [5, p. 1135]. This problem is especially difficult for
images with complex shapes and with noise.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) A digital image of shapes. (b) Contours.

Traditional methods for finding contours can be clas-
sified by scope depending on whether they do local,
regional, or global processing [7, pp. 725–738]. Lo-
cal methods analyze a small neighborhood about ev-
ery pixel and link adjacent pixels if they satisfy some
criteria. Regional methods use different techniques to
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connect pixels which are previously known to be part
of the same region or contour. In such cases, geomet-
ric algorithms, such as polygonal fitting can be used
to efficiently find approximations of contours; however,
the knowledge required is not always available, so they
are not generally applicable. Global methods, such
as the Hough transform, do not rely on any kind of
prior knowledge, and try to find sets of pixels which
lie on curves of specific shapes. These three methods
all present some drawbacks: local methods ignore valu-
able global information about the geometric proximity
of pixels, since they only look at a very small neighbor-
hood; regional methods require prior knowledge about
which pixels are part of which contour; and global meth-
ods such as the Hough transform can only be used to
find certain types of shapes. We present a method for
extracting contours from digital images using techniques
from computational geometry. Our method exploits
the global information about the geometric proximity of
pixels, requires no prior knowledge about the regional
membership of pixels, and is not restricted to any par-
ticular shapes.
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Figure 2: Overview of our method. (a) Two stages.
(b) Geometric algorithms for the second stage.

Our method consists of two stages: a pre-processing
stage that extracts a set of oriented points from the in-
put image, and a second stage that finds the contours
among the oriented points using geometric algorithms.
The second stage is the most important and has three
steps: (1) points are first filtered by a clustering tech-
nique; (2) then points are linked, based on proximity
and orientation, into paths representing the contours;
(3) and finally paths are simplified by reducing the num-
ber of points they have. See Figure 2.
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2 Input Conversion

At the pre-processing stage, a Sobel edge detector [7]
is used to determine possible contour pixels, which are
then transformed into oriented points. The edge detec-
tor outputs a set of edge pixels where the intensity of
the image changes abruptly. Each edge pixel has a mag-

nitude indicating how good or strong is the edge at the
pixel location, and a direction indicated by an angle.
Then each pixel is transformed into an oriented point
pi located at the center (xi, yi) of the pixel, with its ori-
entation αi given by the edge direction, and a weight wi

initialized with the edge magnitude.

3 Point Clustering

Clustering techniques are very useful for image process-
ing and pattern recognition. For example, clustering
methods are among the most powerful approaches for
image segmentation [22]. We use a clustering based
algorithm to reduce the number of points in order to
reduce the processing time of the following steps and
improve the results of the linking step, which might find
multiple lines where there should be a single contour, if
points are close together.

Algorithm. We reduce the number of points using
a simple iterative greedy algorithm that repeatedly
merges the closest pair of points into a new point until
the distance between the closest pair reaches a threshold
dmax, which is chosen to be a constant times the mini-
mum distance dmin between two points in the input.

When a pair of points is merged into one, the values
for the new point are weighted averages of the values of
the original points. This ensures that the distribution
and orientations of the new point set approximate those
of the original set. Merging points pi and pj into a new
point pk is done as follows:

xk =
xiwi + xjwj

wi + wj

, yk =
yiwi + yjwj

wi + wj

,

αk =
α′

iwi + α′
jwj

wi + wj

, wk = wi + wj ,

where α′
i ∈ {αi, αi+π} and α′

j ∈ {αj, αj +π} are chosen
so that the orientation of pk is close to the orientations
of both pi and pj .

Implementation. The total number of steps of our al-
gorithm is at most n−1 because at each step the number
of points is reduced by one. Therefore, the algorithm
can easily be implemented to run in O(n2 log n) time
by finding the closest pair in O(n log n) time [1, 13] at
every step, or in O(log n) time by using a data structure
that can maintain the closest pair in O(log n) time per
insertion and deletion [2].

4 Point Linking

Finding contours from image regions or edge pixels can
be done by simple contour tracing algorithms such as
Moore’s algorithm [16], which traces the boundaries by
starting from a known contour pixel and repeatedly
moving to adjacent contour pixels until a stopping con-
dition is met. Another possibility is to use edge linking
algorithms, which link edge pixels if they are within a
small neighborhood and have similar magnitude or di-
rection [18, 19, 17, 23]. Similar to these algorithms,
our algorithm also links points based on proximity and
orientation.

Algorithm. Our algorithm is in spirit similar to Prim’s
algorithm for minimum spanning tree [6]. To generate
a path, it starts from a single segment then greedily
extends the path in both directions until maximal.

dmax

π
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Figure 3: Extending the path P = (. . . , pi−2, pi−1, pi)
at the end point pi. Only points in the gray area can be
linked. The maximum distance allowed to link points is
dmax.

The initial segment of the new path is determined
by a pair of isolated points (pi, pj) within the threshold
distance dmax, such that the weight w(pi, pj) (to be de-
fined) is maximum. Then the path is extended at both
ends by repeatedly adding points until there are no more
candidates or the added point was already part of some
path. When extending a path P = (. . . , pi−2, pi−1, pi)
from the end point pi, the algorithm takes the point px

with the best weight and satisfying the following con-
ditions: (i) the distance from px to pi is at most dmax,
and (ii) the turn angle from pi−1pi to pipx is at most
π/2. We refer to Figure 3 where the point with the best
weight would be selected from among pa, pb, and pc,
since pd and pe do not satisfy the given conditions.

Weight function. The weight w(pi, pj) of a pair of
points (pi, pj) is determined by the distance between
them |pipj| and the difference between their orientations
and the orientation of the segment pipj . Therefore, it
depends on two parameters dmax and αmax. We use a
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function that decreases when the distance or the differ-
ences between the orientations increase, and that has a
minimum value of 0 when they are greater than or equal
to dmax or αmax.

Implementation. For our choice of dmax = c · dmin for
a small constant c, the number of points within distance
dmax of a point pi is a constant, and the total number of
pairs that may be linked is O(n). By using some range
searching technique all these pairs can be found in linear
time and sorted in O(n log n) time. Then, finding the
initial pair for a path and the best point to extend it
can be done in constant time. Therefore, the algorithm
can be implemented to run in O(n log n).

5 Path Simplification

The paths obtained by the linking step are often more
complex than necessary and thus it is desirable to sim-
plify them by reducing the number of points they have.
By doing that it is possible to reduce the space re-
quired to store them, reduce small inconsistencies due
to noise, and improve the efficiency of any further pro-
cessing based on them.

Since paths are represented by polylines, the problem
of simplifying paths is the same as the geometric prob-
lem of polygonal chain approximation or simplification,
defined as follows [5]: Given a polygonal chain P =
(p1, p2, . . . , pn), find another chain Q = (q1, q2, . . . , qm)
such that (1) m < n (ideally m ≪ n); (2) the qj are
selected from among the pi, with q1 = p1 and qm = pn;
and (3) any segment qjqj+1 that replaces the sub-chain
qj = pr . . . ps = qj+1 is such that the distance ε(r, s) be-
tween qjqj+1 and each pk, r ≤ k ≤ s, is less than some
predetermined error tolerance ε according to some error
criterion.

Algorithm. Several algorithms have been proposed for
approximating polygonal chains [21, 12, 15, 8, 3, 9], with
most optimal algorithms taking Ω(n2) time to find ap-
proximations in R

2. We propose a dynamic program-
ming algorithm to simplify polygonal chains, based on
the segment criterion [5]: for each pk, r ≤ k ≤ s, the
minimum distance from pk to qjqj+1 is less than ε.

The detour [4] of a chain P on the pair of points
(pi, pj) is defined as the total length |pi . . . pj | of the sub-
chain pi . . . pj divided by the length of the segment pipj:

d(i, j) =
|pi . . . pj|

|pipj |
.

The algorithm uses the following property of the de-
tour to determine if a segment of the approximation has
an error within the desired tolerance: Given a segment
pipj and an error tolerance ε for the segment criterion,

there is a bound

dT (i, j) =

√

4ε2 + |pipj |2

|pipj |

on the detour d(i, j) such that, if d(i, j) ≤ dT (i, j), then
ε(i, j) ≤ ε.

We now describe the dynamic programming algo-
rithm. Denote by K(i) the minimum number of points
of the best known approximation of the sub-chain
p1 . . . pi. The algorithm is as follows:

Base case: For all i, K(i) = i.

Recurrence: For all i and j such that 1 ≤ j < i and
d(j, i) ≤ dT (j, i), K(i) = min{K(i), K(j) + 1}.

Implementation. The dynamic programming algo-
rithm clearly runs in O(n2) time, where n is the number
of vertices in the original chain, since the detour of any
segment pipj can be computed in constant time after
pre-computing the lengths of the sub-chains p1 . . . pi in
linear time. Then recovering the best approximation is
done in linear time using backtracking.

6 Experiments

To evaluate our method we have done tests with a va-
riety of synthetic and natural images. See Figure 4 for
two example results.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4: (a) Binary image apple-11.jpg. (b) Binary
image contours: 61 points and 4 paths. (c) Natural
image peppers.jpg. (d) Natural image contours: 2182
points and 214 paths.

Evaluating accuracy. To test the accuracy of our
method, we use two data sets. The first data set is a
set of random pictures, each containing a few randomly
generated shapes (such as line segments and ellipses)
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among 10,000 noise points. The second data set in-
cludes the binary images from the MPEG7 CE Shape–1
Part B database1 [14] with noise injected: 5% of the pix-
els of each image (randomly selected with replacement)
are set to random values.

We use the Hausdorff distance, with images rescaled
to fit inside a unit square, as the performance measure to
evaluate our results. It is widely used in pattern recog-
nition [10, 11], but it is not commonly used to evaluate
contour extraction performance because it is quite sen-
sitive to noise. Nevertheless, it is good for our purposes
since it can be applied to continuous lines instead of
discrete pixels for which one can count pixels detected
correctly (true positives) or incorrectly (false positives).

For the set of random shapes, the average Hausdorff
distance is 0.0182 ± 0.0326, and the average number of
paths is 12.68. For the set of binary images, the average
Hausdorff distance is 0.0339 ± 0.0508, and the average
number of paths is 9.57.

Evaluating compression. To evaluate the amount of
compression obtained by our method we use some
commonly used test images from the USC-SIPI Image
Database2 and some images created by ourselves. For
each image we compare the number of points extracted
by the edge detector with the number of points after
the clustering and simplification steps. On average the
number of points is reduced to 9.20 ± 2.76 percent.

7 Conclusion

Our experimental results show that our method can ef-
fectively extract contours from digital images with a
moderate amount of noise. The small Hausdorff dis-
tance measures indicate that most of the contours are
detected correctly, while the small number of paths de-
tected is an indication that the connectivity is good.
Compression results also show that the resulting con-
tours are much more compact than the ones that can
be obtained by using a pixel-based representation.
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